TECHNOLOGIES

DIPLOMA IN INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTING

OVERVIEW:

IDEAS, DISCIPLINES AND PERSPECTIVES

DCA launches it’s new program,
Diploma in International Accounting
for those who are looking forward to
having a fabulous career in the corporate world of Finance. This is a 3
months program where the students will be exposed to the
core areas of Diploma in IFRS
and SAP FI module together at once with the support
and guidance throughout
the course of the program
by professional and experienced faculty of DCA.
The voucher comes with
a benefit of Advanced Excel totally free of cost upon
opting for Diploma in International Accounting.

WHAT DCA
PROVIDES ?
DIPLOMA IN
IFRS
An IAAP qualification for finance professionals, If you are a finance professional who is not already knowledgeable
about the details of International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS), this qualification has a fast and efficient solution to
meet your needs. If you need to develop
a working knowledge of the area, the Diploma in IFRS can help prepare you. International Financial Reporting Standards
(IFRS) are mandated in more than 100
countries worldwide. Almost all the countries around the world, including India, are
moving towards applying IFRS, which is
having a significant impact on financial reporting.

IFRS Study resources
Flash cards
Practical questions
Mock examinations
Case studies
Online classes with recording sessions
IAAP Certificate
Post training support

SAP
The SAP FICO - Power User Course
will provide the students the basic idea
of SAP and its Financial Accounting and
Management Accounting processes. Students will learn concepts of how to use
and operate SAP finance and CO modules
and will be introduced to SAP Finance integrations with other modules like MM,
SD and Production.

WHAT DCA PROVIDES ?
Sap certified trainer
Practical hand on sections
Online classes with recording sessions
Sap certificate
Post training support
Placement support

Willingness to change is a
strength, even if it means
plunging part of the company
into total confusion for a while.

ADVANCED
EXCEL

Excel Advanced training will really
show you how to make Excel work for you.
The course is aimed at fairly experienced
Excel users whom need to learn more
complex functions, nesting, data manipulation and protect data using the security features. You will gain an insight into
data tables and using excel advanced look
up features to automate worksheets and
analysis tools to forecast figures based on
a range of scenarios and use consolidation
to bring together information. Find out
how you can utilise advanced ‘If’ statements.
Microsoft Certified Trainer

WHAT DCA
PROVIDES ?

Industry Expert Trainer
Practical Hand-on Session
Real World Examples
Microsoft Certification
Post Training Support

CHOOSE
YOUR PLAN
DCA, a pioneering institute in the
field of finance and accounting, providing
comprehensive training and professional
courses, designed exclusively as per industry standards and guidelines. Our devoted team of certified trainers excels in
the art of furnishing students with both
theoretical and practicalproficiency.
DCA has maintained pre-eminence
since its inception with high quality education and service.We at DCA embrace both
fresher and efficient professional enthusiasts to build their career with our excellent
courses.
DCA believes in shaping minds with
zeal and proving the worth of its students
as an asset to any organization they work
with

CONTACT US
8592938822, 8594078844
info@dcatechno.com
A Square, Edathala P.O Kuzhivelippady,
Ernakulam Pin : 683561, Kerala.

Happiness does not come from
doing easy work but from the
afterglow of satisfaction that
comes after the achievement of a
difficult task that demanded our
best.

